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Software piracy  

 

Ziua Magazine, 7 of March 2005 

SC OMNIS GROUP SRL, the first private company of Romania, having as single object of 
activity the software development, began its activity in 1990. Six years later, it became the 
first certified partner of Microsoft in our country, obtaining different prizes at the 
specialization competitions. In November 2004, the SC OMNIS GROUP SRL Management 
ascertains that on the ROMANIAN SOFT COMPANY SRL site, there are posted identical 
copies of ISIS and ISIS.NET programs, which belong to is, being protected by registration at 
the Register of Computer Programs at the Romanian Office for Copyrights (ORDA).  

The thieves are ex employees OMNIS GROUP 

The reproduction of the two programs under other names were possible by the employment 
of two wagers of OMNIS GROUP, names Dragos Saracu and Irinel Lupei, by ROMANIAN 
SOFT COMPANY, the company of Sebastian Vladescu, ex state secretary at the Ministry of 
Public Finances in the period 1997-2000. When they left the ex place of work, Saracu and 
Lupei – who had an unlimited access to the code source of ISIS and ISIS.NET systems – did 
not leave with bear hand, steeling the two mentioned programs. Based on it, there have 
been issued the ARES.NET, CARE.NET, AMBULANTA si HIPOCRATE applications and 
then sold to the numerous beneficiaries. Of the list of clients, we are mentioning the arounf 
20 hospitals, policlinics and ambulance services, Townhall of 3rd District, Porsche Romania, 
Toi Toi&Dixi Romania and others.   

PHARE funds used for robbery 

In the view of stopping the illicit activity of the Vladescu’s and his ex wife company (whom he 
left, concluding the marriage with the godchild he has already met with the current deputy 
Boureanu), there have been made a series of notifications to the General Police 
Inspectorate of Bucharest Municipal, General Inspectorate for Communication and 
Information Technology, ORDA, Ministry of Administration and Internals, Ministry of National 
Defense, as well as of all the beneficiaries of pirated soft. The OMNIS GROUP management 
also ascertained that the “distribution of program fraud copied is performed by a whole 
network of companies, controlled by Sebastian Vladescu”. It is about SC MEDIST SA and 
MEDIST SRL, implied in many contracts with the state units, where public money are 
transferred. Also, "ROMANIAN SOFT COMPANY SRL benefited in 2002 of PHARE funds in 
value of 50,000 Euro, in the view of issuance and trading of three software products for the 
administration of medical activity in hospitals, products that have on their base the copied 
code source, respective the ISIS and ISIS.NET systems. Thus, under the circumstances 
where the company created in 2000 had a single employee in 2001 and two employees in 
2002.  

Causerie at a coffee  

For the resolution of case, the OMNIS GROUP representatives requested a meeting with the 
ORDA specialists, which took place on the date of December 8th, last year. The expert 
Adrian Paunescu mentioned that, to perform a control at the headquarters of the culprit 
company, he needs a mandate from the Court of Law, but, despite all these, presented 
himself with bear hand and did not prevail the material probes required, his visit at the 
headquarters of Vladescu’ company transforming into a causerie at a coffee. Amazingly, yet 
one day before the said control of it, on the ROMANIAN SOFT COMPANY site, there have 
been erased the pirated programs. For a while, it even tried the accreditation of the idea that 
disappeared software from the site were only simple applications of work, without a great 
value. This moment, it entered into the scene the Service of Frauds Investigation of the 
General Police Department of Bucharest, specifically the team composed by the sub-
commissary Luigi Sima and the sub-inspector Marian Ionita, who, despite the specialist 
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Adrian Paunescu, realized to collect probes and put them to the disposal of ORDA. After this 
demarche, the Office is needed to recognize, yet on the date of February 8th, 2005, that the 
company of Vladescu copied important parts of the programs of OMNIS GROUP.  

Bankruptcy at high level  

The special severity of the listed facts consists in the fact that the soft systems, of which 
values surpass several millions of euro, have been stolen by a skillful scheme, thought by a 
high state officer, for sure with the complicity of other influent persons, and by the use of 
PHARE funds. And the pirated products have been commercialized by the institutions of 
state, which paid them from public money, being today in the situation to be stolen the right 
of use of the stolen systems.  

Dan COSTE 



 


